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Point Wells: 2045 and Ecology

Ryan,
In emails I sent earlier this year, I argued that the assumed full buildout date for Point Wells should be 2045, not
2035. Setting a realistic full buildout date is important for numerous reasons: the impact on traffic assumptions, the
fiscal analysis, determining the ordinary high water mark, etc.
I remain puzzled as to why the DEIS apparently will not address the cleanup of the site, as the cleanup is one of the
most important factors that will affect the full buildout date. This is especially true if, as we believe, the entire site
must be cleaned up before any construction begins, as opposed to cleaning up phase by phase.
Reaching an agreement regarding the process for site cleanup could take five or more years. And the actual cleanup of
the site could takes decades (see the attached email from David South to Mark Wells).
At a minimum, before prescribing an assumed buildout date in the DEIS, there needs to be a detailed analysis and
study of (1) how long it will take to reach an agreement regarding the process for site cleanup (e.g., 5 or more years),
and (2) how long it will take to remove all the oil tanks and equipment and clean up the site, including any required
confidence resting period between site cleanup and construction commencement (e.g., 5 - 20 years).
It may well be that 2045 is an overly optimistic full buildout date. It may be that the date should be 2050 or later.
Thank you.
Tom McCormick
PS: By separate email, I’ll be forwarding you a Jan. 14, 2014 letter from Rodney L. Brown, Jr. of Cascade Law
Group, representing Paramount Petroleum Corporation, to Ecology’s David South, requesting an Agreed Order
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